**This guide is available on the Library’s website, under Help – Tutorials & Citation Guides**

**Basic Format**

Author Last Name, First Name. *Title of Book*. Place of publication: Publisher, Copyright year. Print.

Ex:

**E-book (Use format for a print book, but after publication date add name of database/collection, "Web" format, and date of access)**


**Two to three authors**


**Three authors or more**


**Book with an editor (A work prepared for publication by someone other than the author)**


**Book published in a second or subsequent edition**


**Book by a corporate author**


**Parenthetical/In-Text Citation**

(American 53)
Google Book published after 1900

Google Book published before 1900

(Notice there is no publisher -- just city, date.)

Encyclopedia or reference book essay


Parenthetical/In-Text Citation
(Magnuson-Martinson 55) Author and page number used.

Online/database encyclopedia or reference book essay (no author)

Multivolume reference book (If you are using two or more volumes, cite the total set.)

Parenthetical/In-Text Citation
(Bankston 3: 56) (Author volume number: page number(s))
(Bankston, vol. 4) (Use this if you are citing the entire volume. Notice the comma after the author.)

Work in an anthology

For more help with citing books, refer to *MLA Handbook for Writers of Research Papers* or contact the Reference Desk: 443-412-2131; http://www.harford.edu/academics/library/help